
HKZ5009 Graphite Summit

• Elongated paddle shape (16-3/8” L x 7-1/2” W)
 gives players a longer reach
• Table tennis handle allows players to deliver
 more spin than ever before
• Graphite face features lightweight speed, pop,
 and maneuverability
• Polypropylene honeycomb core provides excellent
 touch, power, and pop
• Medium weight (7.7-8.1 oz) balances speed
 and power for all-around performance

HKZ1360 Graphite Zen V2

• Offers Great Control and Pop Behind the Ball
• Oversized Shape Creates a Concentrated Sweet Spot
• Aluminum Core and Graphite Face
• Oversized Paddle Shape with 4-1/4” Grip Size
• HyperLite Weight 6.6-6.9 Ounce Paddle Weight

• Methodically engineered pickleball paddle for
 unbeatable play
• TIncredible touch paddle with precision cut
 polypropylene
• Premium-coated graphite face adds perfect
 control to your shots
• Largest sweet spot with Wide Body paddle
 shape for better touch
• Heavy-weight 8.2-8.5 oz. paddle weight offers
 hard-hitting power

HKZ5010 Graphite Voyager
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2017 New Onix Paddles
The Onix Summit is a radically new pickleball paddle 
that features an elongated hitting surface paired with a 
shortened handle, offering players a new way to grip 
their paddle. Designed with a table tennis handle and 
lengthened playing surface, the Onix Summit Pickleball 
Paddle allows players to grip the under-side of the 
paddle, providing longer reach, better control, and more 
spin on the ball than ever before. The Onix Summit 
paddle meets USAPA specifications for tournament play.

The Onix Graphite Zen is an incredibly light paddle with amazing touch, 
making this paddle great for every playing situation. The graphite face and 
aluminum core deliver outstanding control. The oversized shape on the Zen 
offers a concentrated sweet spot for enhanced power and exacting ball 
placement. The Graphite Zen is a Hyperlite paddle, weighing in between 6.6 
– 6.9 ounces, and is perfect for the player that is looking for outstanding 
touch at the net.

• Offers Great Touch and Power Behind the Ball
• Widebody Shape Creates a Larger Sweet Spot
• Aluminum Core and Graphite Face
• Widebody Paddle Shape with 4-1/4” Grip Size
• Light-Weight 7.1 – 7.4 Ounce Paddle Weight

he Onix Graphite Phantom is one of the most popular paddles in the Onix 
line because of its incredible control. The graphite face and aluminum core 
deliver outstanding touch, and the light-weight paddle, which weighs in at 
7.1 – 7.4 ounces, is easy to maneuver quickly. The Widebody shape on the 
Phantom gives players a large sweet spot on the paddle. The Graphite 
Phantom is perfect for the player that is looking for outstanding touch
at the net.

HKZ1310 Graphite Phantom V2

Explore new possibilities with precision and 
accuracy in every shot. The Onix Voyager pickleball 
paddle’s precision cut polypropylene core and 
premium-coated graphite face are the perfect 
combination for creating incredible touch. This 
calculated construction allows players to put the 
perfect spin and torque on the ball play after play.


